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About This Game

If you're looking for something more than just solitaire, this is the game for you. It has many different levels, different types of
cards, and companions to help you through the game-all of this will turn the time you spend playing this game into a true

vacation.
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Boring after 10 minutes.
. Update: Due to the swift fixes, I've changed my recommendation to a Yes.

Right now this game is really buggy in terms of dimensions when you need to adjust settings as the buttons would be off the
screen making it difficult to adjust your options. You can't even adjust the dimensions or make it so it's in windowed mode
either.

If you play the Tutorial (well, I don't blame you, the Janken system in this one is different) and then play Quick Game, it will
still take you to the Tutorial anyway.

There's also a bug where some or all text are not in English if you have your language settings set to English.

The gameplay is good, don't get me wrong - but you're going to have to restart the game after a single match since the Continue
button does not respond to keyboard or gamepad input. This also happens in the Pause menu - the input will become
unresponsive. Whoops! ALT+F4 time!

Once the bugs has been fixed the game is pretty good (well, it's still pretty good even with the bugs and glitches in it but they
should be fixed anyway!). For now, I wouldn't recommend this game.. "Not going to have any 18+ patch" by Game Developer..
sick art game with better gameplay than most game games. Too short, less content than in the base game, linear, voiced main
character. Less than an hour long, not worth the money.. Great game for when you just want to create a little chaos. The game
has several different ways you can play. Can't wait to see more of this game in the future.. If you like QTE's, this is for you.
That is all this appears to be. Having played 14 minutes and got on the 3rd foe, I could not recommend this.
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Very simple and satisfying Pong-esque pvp game, which is hard to fault considering its price. However, it would definitely
benefit from a couple more maps, player customisation and more responsive controller support (not to mention lack of options
in setting up certain gametypes, i.e. time\/score limits). It would also be much appreciated to have a pause menu in-game, rather
than having to force quit out.

That aside, works well as a local multiplayer time filler, but does feel like you're just fullscreening something off miniclip.. It is
nice DLC i like it but i cant find a server with players. A very well written visual novel where your choices matter. it is good and
it isnt waste of money getting it. It also have a form of New game +. As you play the game you unlock various clothing, these
clothing gives you various bonuses for what skills you want to train in.

The only annoying feature i have come across however is the wandering the desert feature, there are many secrets hiding in the
desert but you can easily die so save before heading out into the desert.. If you love speedy boy movement, and unhealthy doses
or adderal, this game is for you :). Made every Welsh person look like Elrond from Lord Of The Rings.
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